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of similar faseioles in different genera might be explained in the 
opposite way to that which the author adopted, and that they might 
be considered evidence of genetic connexion, subsequent variations 
having produced differences of generic value. 

Mr. GwYs Jr~FFREYS also considered that every palmontologist 
ought to be a naturalist, as the fossil aud recent forms are inti- 
mately connected by insensible gradations. All the Echi,wca,'dia 
with which he was acquainted were inhabitants of clean sand. 

Dr. Dusexn, in reply, stated that if the Spatangid~e were classi- 
fied, generic distinctions would be observed quite irrespective of the 
presence of faseioles. He considered the fascioles, like the horns of 
Mammalia, of third-rate structural importance. One specimen from 
Arabia appeared to have a fasciole developing, l ie  remarked that 
all the fossils were of the same size, so that it w~/s impossible to 
determine whether the formation of fascioles was dependent on 
embryonic conditions, or whether they were developed in the perfect 
animal. 

DECE)[BF.R 9th, 1868. 
Arthur Champernowne, Esq., M.A., Dartington Hall, Totnes, 

Devon; James Thomson, Esq., Glasgow; W. Chandler Roberts, 
Esq., F.C.S., Associate of the Royal School of Mines, Thurlow Place, 
Dulwieh; John S. Winbott, Esq., M.A., Sandridge Vicarage, St. 
Albans; Lawrence Preston, Esq., Keynshambury House, Chelten- 
ham;  John H. Blake, Esq., Geological Survey of England and 
Wales, 9 Aberdeen Park, :Kighbury, N. ; John YIewitt Wheatley, 
Esq., Abbey View, Sfigo; Owen Rees, Esq., 26 Albemarle Street, 
W., and Octavius Russell Fabian, Esq., 5 Bruce Terrace, Lordship 
Lane, Tottenham, were elected Fellows 

The following communications were read : - -  

1..Note on a GEOLOGICAI~ RECONNAISSANCE maxle in ARABIA PETRzEA in 
the SI)ring of 1868. By ]L. B_tUSRMa~I, Esq., F.G.S., Assoc. Roy. 
School of Alines. 

[PL.~T~ I.] 

Trts following communication is of an essentially unsystematic nature. 
Owing to the small amount of country traversed, it has not been 
possible to construct anything more than a single line of section, 
which it is believed will be more acceptable as a contribution to exact 
Geologythan an attempt to frame a general geological map of the 
whole country from observations made at only a few points. The 
order followed i~, therefore, that in which the sections were observed, 
making it, as the title implies, more of a geological itinerary than a 
systematic description. 

The country included in the description is that between Suez and 
the lower part of Wady Fcrran, the crystalline rocks of Sinai and 
the Tertiary beds near '['dr being reserved for another communion- 
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tion, as I have not sufficient time at command to describe them in 
the present paper. 

General Outline.--is regards its physical outline, the western side 
of the peninsula of Arabia Petrma, or that part of it under immediate 
consideration, between Suez on the north and Tfir on the south, along 
the coast of the Red Sea, together with the high ground behind, up 
to the culminating poin~ of the country on the ridge of Sinai, may be 
best described as forming a series of comparatively level masses, ar- 
ranged in steps or table-lands varying in height according to their 
distance from the coast. Through these steps have been cut a number 
of valleys, comparatively deep and of tortuous course, the general level 
of the plains being broken by mlmerous peaks, formed either by out- 
lying masses of sedimentary strata or the undenuded edges of dykes 
of intrusive rocks, which have resisted the action of the atmosphere 
more than the softer granite and crystalline schists containing them. 

.Desert ~ear Suez.wThe country from Suez southward to the mouth 
of Wady Gharandel, a distance of 40 miles, as a rule, slopes gently 
down to the sea, though in some places an old raised beach forms a 
cliff from 10 to 25 feet in height. At Moses's Wells (Ain Mousa), 
about seven miles below Suez, the beach is very flat, so that boats 
cannot come within a considerable distance of the shore. The surface 
of the ground is strewed with marine shells and corals, often cemented 
into a kind of shelly oolite (miliolite). This recently formed rock is 
common along both sides of the Gulf of Suez, and often contains full- 
sized specimens of Tridacna gigantea with the nacre still fresh. At 
Suez, just opposite the hotel at the landing-place for boats, on the 
Arabian side, so much of it is found that the excavations for the 
Suez Canal are made by boring and blasting with gunpowder. 

Raised Beach.--Immediately on getting above the level of high- 
water-mark, a change is seen in the shells, which are decidedly less 
fresh in lustre and appearance, although not sensibly worn or broken, 
and occurring in large quantities. The worn and broken appearance 
becomes more marked on receding from the beach; and at the same 
time the character of the sand changes. The proportion of fora- 
miniferal shells and rolled grains of shell-sand diminish by the 
admixture of grains of quartz and other eomminuted rocks derived 
from the waste of the interior cliff, until at about two miles from 
the shore, and about 40 or 50 feet above high-water-mark, the 
former have almost entirely disappeared. The subsoil at Moses's 
Wells consists of soft shales and gypseous marls, which extend across 
the bay to Suez. They are of marine origin, or at any rate have 
been below water, as in a section on the Suez and Cairo Railway, 
about half a mile from the town, they are seen to be covered by the 
raised shell-beach before mentioned. 

Desert at Moses's Wells.--The general relation of the superficial de- 
posits near the head of the Gulf of Suez is shown in P1. I. fig. 1 : a is 
the escarpment of the Tertiary rocks, probably some part of the Num- 
mulitic series. From the foot of the cliff to c the ground is covered 
with small table-topped hills and ridges, formed of a limestone- 
gravel cemented into a conglomerate by means of gypsum, and about 
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4 feet in thickness. This is sufficiently hard to resist the action of 
the weather, and, to a certain extent, it protects the softer gypseous 
marls and shales underneath. As the waste of the latter still goes 
on, the blocks of conglomerate gradually lose their support and fall 
down, leaving a conical hill, which is then rapidly destroyed, unless 
a fresh conglomerate is formed in place, as frequently happens, owing 
to the ready solubility of the cementing material--gypsum. In 
some places the gTavel is from 15 to 20 feet thick ; but it sometimes 
happens that the pebbles disappear, leaving a bed of almost pure 
crystalhne gypsum in its place. The pebbles in the conglomerate 
are almost all of .Nummuhtic limestone, of a dark-grey, black, or 
yellowish tint, and externally present the peculiar pitted and furrowed 
appearance caused by the scouring of drifted sand, which is so cha- 
racteristic of all the loose stones found on the African and Arabian 
deserts. At c there is a low terrace of blown sand; and from this 
point to the shore worn shells and branches of coral abound, in- 
creasing in quantity towards the beach. From c to the foot of the 
hill they are almost entirely absent, only a single valve of a Pecten 
having been found between the former point and the region of the 
conglomerate-hills. 

The springs at Ain Mousa rise from the salt and gypseous shales, 
probably being fed by the drainage of the gravel-region at the back 
of them. There are 10 or 11 principal ones. The largest dis- 
charges into a basin about 30 feet in diameter, and shows a slight 
discharge of gas. There is a small deposit of bog-iron-ore in the 
basin, and, according to tIeughn, a great number of Diatomacem are 
found in the mud. An upper spring, about 150 yards to the south of 
the gardens, crowned by a solitary palm tree, which forms a promi- 
nent and welcome land-mark to the traveller returning from the 
desert towards Suez, contains a great number of Cyprides also, 
which, together with the sand, form a basin round the point of 
discharge. 

The height of Moses's Wells above high-water-mark is about 45 feet. 
Their aspect has changed considerably since the time of Heuglin's 
visit in 1861, when it appears to have been a place of residence for 
Suez merchants, as he speaks of having lodged in the villa of the 
:Belgian consular agent. ~Nowadays there is nothing approaching to 
a decent habitation, although the enclosures have increased in num- 
ber, the most pretentious being a miserable grog-shop rejoicing in the 
name of the ]:[otel de ]]ourgogne. The springs are now nearly all 
enclosed, even the higher outlying one on the hill ha~'ing been in 
process of enclosure by a wire fence on our return in the month 
of June last (1868). At the same time it is also subjected to 
the incursions of visitors to a much greater extent than formerly, 
owing, no doubt, to the great influx of population at Suez and other 
points on the Isthmus, consequent on the undertaking of the canal 
from the :Hediterranean to the ]~cd Sea, and the new deep-water 
harbour for the Indian mail-steamers. A cc14ain amount of rest 
must, however, have been given to the place since the cessation of 
the water-supply to Suez, which town, it need scarcely be said, is no 
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longer dependent upon the salt and bitter waters of Ain Mousa and 
a group of similar springs in the valley of the isthmus, which for- 
merly supplied it, but receives good fresh water from the Nile by 
means of the so-called sweet-water canal--a work probably of greater 
importance and significance to the wellbeing of the country and of 
the transit-trade than the more pretentious, but still unfinished, ma- 
ritime canal, from which such great results are expected by its 
spirited promoters. 

~tfoses's Wells to WadyAmara.--From Ain ~ousa to the southward 
for about 25 or 30 miles the desert presents the same general features 
as those last described, a gently swelling or terraced plain of sands and 
gravel, several miles broad, occupying the whole of the tract between 
the sea and the rise of the hills. The ground is covered with stunted 
bushy plants, affording a tolerable amount of feed for the camels du- 
ring the spring time, and as long as any water from the winter rains 
remains in the pools formed on the damp retentive ground, where the 
gypseous shales and clays are close to the surface; but later, or 
during the summer and autumn months, the whole becomes parched 
up and horribly barren and desolate. Sand-scored stones are abun- 
dant everywhere. Their prevalence is to be accounted for by the 
ceaseless activity of the sand-drift, as, even when the air is 
apparently calm and still, there will generally be enough wind 
moving to set the sand in motion on the ground and a few inches 
above it. As a rule, the hardest rocks are the best polished,--this 
being more especially the case with quartz, jasper, carnelian, and 
similar siliceous substances ; while the limestones, in addition to being 
polished, are furrowed and scored in every direction, and their sur- 
faces studded with numberless small reticulating grooves, resembling 
the hill-shading on a topographical map. Occasionally masses or 
portions of crystals of calcite are found, which, under the same in- 
fluence, have been etched in a manner in many respects similar to 
that produced by the action of a liquid solvent ; and the crystals show 
a tendency to decrement along the principal directions of cleavage. 
Many of the limestone-pebbles are also blackened in a peculiar 
manner, probably by some cryptogamic or other low form of vege- 
table life. 

The plain of the desert is broken through by the numerous chan- 
nels which convey the water of the main valleys to the sea ; but these 
are so small and slightly marked that they might easily be overlooked 
by travellers passing through the country in the summer time, when 
the upper watercourses are quite dlT, only the recently dried and 
partially cracked mu~ldy surfaces, in'.places showing signs of where 
the last water had been licked up by the fiery atmosphere of the 
desert. In the 'winter time, however, a sudden heavy rainfall in 
the hills occasionally sends such a flood of water rolling down that 
the whole plain in the neighbourhood of the Wady is turned for the 
time into a lake; and, according to the statements of the Arabs, 
camel-trains have occasionally been delayed for many days, until the 
flood has subsided; and men have actually been drowned when sud- 
denly overtaken by tl~e ) ~ c r s  in the low ground. The wormwood- 
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bushes recall strikingly the sage-barrens of the desert in the Columbia 
Valley on the west side of America. 

The hills along the northern portion of the desert present no par- 
tieular features of interest, but form a long and tolerably uniform 
line of escarpment, not unlike that of the :English Oolites or other 
fiat-bedded limestones, and are probably not more than 300 or 400 feet 
in height. The only marked point is that known as Gebel Sudder, 
caned in addition, on the Admiralty chart, Barn ]~ill, which rises 
above the entrance of Wady Sudder. 

The hills in the middle distance are those of the gravel-topped allu- 
vium already mentioned as occurring in the same position behind 
5ioses's Wells. 

Along the gravel-plain many detached crystals of gypsum, of small 
size, are met with. They are tolerably perfect, and of the compound 
arrow-head type, but usually opake in places. This may be due 
either to exfohation, attended probably with a partial dehydration, 
or to a molecular change alone. 

Near Wady Amara the raised beach is accompanied by patches of 
a kind of oolite, made up apparently of rolled fragments of shells, and 
consolidated into an extremely hard conglomerate, with a decided 
dip towards the sea. These beds are peculiarly interesting, as bear- 
ing on the distribution of organic remains in limestones, and appear 
to explain why fossiIs are found so irregularly in different quarries 
in the same bed. In  this case it is evident that the shells imbedded 
in these consohdated deposits have a much better chance of being 
preserved than those that are lying about exposed to the air and the 
sand in the unconsolidated beach all around them. The consolida- 
tion is probably due to the joint action of the air and the sea-water ; 
and it is owing to the latter agent that the deposit has a seaward 
dip. In future times, after submergence and upheaval, these coarse 
shelly oohtic patches will most likely appear as lenticular or false- 
bedded masses in a more compact limestone. The consolidated 
beaches, with Tridacna gigantea, recall forcibly to the mind of the 
observer the Calcaire grossier of France. 

Alabaster Series.wApproaching Wady Gharandel from the north, 
the ground becomes more broken as the hills come nearer the sea, and 
a line of cliff is formed by blue shaly clays, weathering to a rusty 
brown, filled with nodules and irregularly bedded masses of gypsum, 
both in the form of selenite and dull granular alabaster. The tumbled 
surface of the marls has been repeatedly rearranged by the f o l i a -  
tion of fresh masses of gypsum, deposited from solution in the same 
manner as already noticed in describing the marls near Moses's Wclls, 
but on a much larger scale. 

The gypseous series is underlain by calcareous strata at the mouth 
of Wady GharandeI, but extends for a considerable distance up the 
valley. 

Wady Tarcq/i.--About two miles to the north and a little to the 
eastward of this point, there is a remarkable section in a small val- 
ley called by the ]3edaween Wady Taragi. This is about 200 feet 
deep, and ~n l~laccs more, with a breadth at the bottom of only 
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15 feet; it is entirely excavated in granular massive gypsum or 
alabaster, veined with blue and grey stripes and occasional patches 
of clay, the whole being apparently a sohd mass. The watercourse 
was nearly dry on the 9th of April, only a few of the pools below 
the places where there are small waterfalls in flood-time being 
filled with small quantities of intensely salt and bitter water, so that 
it could be easily followed on foot. We traced it up for about 
1~ miles, making a very tortuous course, when the cliffs appeared to 
be getting somewhat lower; but there was no sign of the gully com- 
ing to an end as far as could be seen from the highest point reached. 
The bottom of the valley is eroded into a smooth and nearly semi- 
circular channel by the rush of the winter torrents, either in the 
solid rock or in large tumbled blocks; while, just above the flood- 
level, the side cliffs are scored into parallel grooves resembling the 
fluting of an Ionic pilaster, by the action of water charged with sand 
trickling down from above. These grooves are about half an inch 
deep, separated from each other by small sharp-edged ridges. They 
are, as a rule, vertical, and in the direction of the flow of the water; 
and they always end, in the most striking manner, just at the high- 
water-line. 

At intervals all along the valley an old alluvium of gravel and 
sand with fragments of gypsum, the last being exceedingly rough and 
irregular in outline, is seen at heights of between 50 and 70 feet. 
This gravel has been eroded into steep cliffs. The alabaster occur- 
ring in this valley somewhat resembles that of Chellaston and Fauld, 
in Staffordshire, but without the red veins, being only mottled with 
blue or grey bands of clay instead. The best blocks seen, lying loose 
on the watercourse and tumbled from the cliffs, cubed about 4 feet 
on the side ; but it would be difficult to find one of this size perfectly 
sound, though there are many places where large masses might be 
got by quarrying. The semitranslucent variety of alabaster, such as 
that of Volterra, does not occur here ; but nodules of a somewhat si- 
milar character were observed in the dark shales further to the 
north. 

Gy~sun~ of Gharandel. In the lower part of Wady Gharandel the 
same gypsum-marls appear, in hills of considerable height, say from 
300 to 400 feet. The principal feature is formed by a massive bed 
of opake-white gypsum, overlying dark bhLsh-green and gray marls 
and clays filled with selenite in fibrous masses, and occasionally in 
detached crystals. The large bed breaks up and falls, from the slip- 
ping away of the marl below it ; but the tumbled blocks are mostly 
reeonsohdated by the action of water, forming reconstructed beds on 
the slopes of the shales, which are again subjected to denudation, 
giving rise to hills of extremely irregular outline and structure. The 
whole of the surface of the slopes, especially the more prominent, is 
very rough and uneven, owing to the solvent .action of atmospheric 
water on the gypsum. The more impure and sandy portions, which 
resist the weather better, form regular saw-backed crestings, so 
that the process of climbing the hills, in spite of their being mainly 
made up of clay, is disagreeably like going along a garden-wall 
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liberally finished off with broken bottles. As in the case of Wady 
Taragi, the terraced alluvium of the valley is mainly made up 
of fragments of gypsum; and these are often formed into inclined 
planes by the slipping of the marls below. 

Gharandel (see P1. I. fig. 2).--The lower end of Wady Gharandel, 
where the valley proper abuts upon the alluvial plain of gravel and 
sand extending about a mile from the beach inland, is about 60 or 
~0 feet wide, between cliffs of a calcareous grit-stone, finely and re- 
gularly stratified, that comes out from underneath the gypsum-marls, 
which dip to the north at an angle of about 20 degrees. These beds 
are not very fossiliferous : only a few small Nautili, a _Pecten, a small 
7'urritella, two or three single valves of Brachiopods, and a Se~Tula 
were found ; and these required to be chiselled off the faces of the 
slabs in order to detach them from the rock. On the south side 
of the valley they form a tolerably high and steep cliff with a flat 
top, covered with coarse flint=gravel. South of this point, going 
towards t{ammam Faraoml, the escaq)ment is lower, and frequently 
cut back on to dry valleys, with many detached pinnacles and square 
outliers of limestone of a white chalky character, nearly horizontal, 
and with a few layers of flint near the bottom. When broken, the 
white limestones are often found to be extremely bituminous ; and 
in a small dry valley about a mile south of Wady Gharandel, a thin 
layer of bitumen similar to that of the Dead Sea was found included 
in a fallen block. Much of the lower part of the limestone is of a 
snuff-brown colour, from the amount of bitumen contained, folnning 
a material similar to the Seyssel asphalt-rock, employed for making 
pavements in England and on the continent of Europe. 

The same order of things continues for about three miles: low 
ridges of soft limestone, which are often hidden for a considerable 
distance by the terraced gravels and alluvium of the valley called 
Wady Hassled, gradually approach the shore until they are succeeded 
by the great cliff of Bukel el Faroun, which rises from the sea to a 
height of about 1500 feet. This is made up of a bluish-grey or white 
crystalline limestone, not very distinctly stratified, but enough so 
to be seen dipping, at an angle of about 20 or 25 degrees, towards 
the north, a direction which would make it pass under the bituminous 
bed ; and this is most probably the case, although the exact junction 
is not seen, owing to the great spread of the superficial deposits of 
Wady Hussied. ]=[owever this may be, there is no doubt of the 
occurrence of Nummulites both in the upper white and bituminous 
beds and in the more crystalline limestone below; and the same 
fossils were found some distance beyond the point where the springs 
rise. But for this there would be considerable difficulty in assign- 
ing the lower beds to their proper horizon, as they are very much 
unlike the xNummulitic rocks of Egypt, being of a crystalline or semi- 
metamorphic character. Their resemblance to the rocks of the Wady 
Araba, on the opposite side of the Red Sea, has led Dr. Figari Be)" to 
regard them as belonging to the Oolitic period ; but I have been un- 
able to concur in this view, owing to the presence of the fossils. 
The apparent metamorphic character of the rock is further increased 
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by the presence of small veins of sulphur, associated with a white 
granular gypsum. 

_Pharaoh's Baths.--The hot springs known as Pharaoh's Baths rise 
partly out of the rock at the foot of the cliff close to the sea, or out of the 
sand of the beach. The two principal springs are the hottest, with 
a temperature, according to :Figari Bey, of about 160 ~ :Fahrenheit, 
in April 1847, and, according to Russegger, of 157 ~ in October 1838 ; 
and it probably still remains the same, although I was unable 
to ascertain this exactly, having only a comparatively short-scale 
thermometer, which could not be freely exposed to the action of the 
water without running the risk of bursting it. As it was, the mer- 
cury went up to 148 degrees immediately; and this was the highest 
point that it was safe to try. The water is clear, with a slight 
hepatic odour, although no sulphuretted hydrogen could be found by 
the ordinary tests. I t  is probably only slightly saline and bitter, 
like that of all the springs in the lower part of the country near the 
shore covered by Secondary and Tertiary strata. 

JBitumino~s Limestone.--The white and bituminous limestones 
cover a considerable tract of country southward and eastward from 
]=[ammam :Faraoun. The upper flint-conglomerates are seen again, 
probably as outlying patches, on the summit of a low hill in Wady 
Atal, where they rise to about 750 or 800 feet above the sea-level 
- - a  position that corresponds approximately with the supposed Plio- 
cene beach-line in :Figari Bey's map. Lithelogically they consist of 
finely conglomeratic calcareous sandstones, with pectens, and a softer 
bed full of large oysters, mostly in fragments. These are very similar 
to the upper brown Tertiary beds overlying the great Numm~ditie 
series at Cairo. The great plain known as the Marcha, north of the 
mouth of Wady :Fen'an, is bounded by a continuous escarpment of 
the white beds, which in places contain sufficient salt to be considered 
worth working by the Arabs, although no great quantity can be ob- 
tained, the mineral occurring in strings and patches in marly beds, 
not more than an inch or two inches in thickness at most. It  is 
probably from these rocks that the beautifully fibrous and contorted 
specimens often seen in cabinets, and marked as coming from Arabia, 
are obtained, as the same structure is very common at the locality in 
question, which is known as E1 Laggam, and is near the valley of the 
same name. 

Another good section, illustrating the relative position of the 
white limestone and the flint-conglomerates, is to be seen in the 
lower part of  Wady Taibe, where there seems to be a considerable 
local disturbance of the upper beds. The white beds are nearly flat 
in the valley about two miles up;  but nearer the shore they roll 
under a series of red conglomerates and grey calcareous sandstones, 
full of partially rolled fragments of flints of all sizes, with a few 
pieces of Pecten, dipping seawards at about 25 degrees. A bed of 
black doleritic lava is interstratified between two of the coarse con- 
glomerates ; and an outlier of tl~e same rock'occurs at a higher level 
further inland, where the beds are flatter. As far, therefore, as can 
be made out by the~e instances, the igneous rock is not an intrusi~-e 
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mass, but an old lava-flow which was poured out in shallow water 
during the formation of the flint-conglomerate. The general section 
at this place is shown in P1. I. fig. 3. The outer horizontaIly 
arranged beds, consisting of the rubbish and detritus of the hills, 
form a roughly terraced cliff above the plain of the .-~[archa, which 
latter is most likely formed of sand and gyt)seous marl, like those of 
Suez and of Moses's Wells. 

Sarabut e Gamnal--Fli~t-co~glomerate.--In the higher parts of 
Wady Atal, Gharandel, and the other valleys cut through the table- 
land of the white limestone, the sections are much obscurcd by the 
accumulation of alluvial gravels, which increase in quantity towards 
the interior of the country ; and as the valleys are broad, ~i th com- 
paratively low cliffs, drifted sand also accumulates in considerable 
quantities in places. On reaching the high ridge known as Sarabut 
e Gamnal, which covers the pass leading into the sandy plain of 
l~amleh, there is a great change in the character of the beds--an 
enormous quantity of coarse flint-conglomerate and white limestone 
forming the crest of the hill on either side. These, no doubt, belong 
to the same set of beds as the rocks at the month of Wady Gharandel 
and Wady Taibe, although developed on a greater scale; and, judg- 
ing from the size of the pebbles, they have probably been deposited 
in shallower water than the same beds further westward. A fault 
with a westerly downthrow crosses the ridge of Sarabut e Gamnal, 
throwing the flint-conglomerate against the dark-red or brown 
Triassic sandstones below. This dislocation, either alone or with a 
system of parallel fractures, is continuous for many miles in a north 
and south line, and has a marked effect on the physical geography of 
the country ; for by it the soft white and bituminous series of beds in 
the region already described are cut off, as by a wall, from the older 
rocks of the interior. 

.Ramleh (see P1. I. fig. 4).--The plain of Ramleh, about 1750 feet 
above the sea-level in the centre, and about ten or twelve miles 
broad from north to south, is covered with drifted and blown sand, 
resting on red and brown quartzose sandstones and conglomerates, 
the beds being nearly flat, or forming a slight anticlinal arch. On 
the northern side it is bounded by the great escarpment known as 
Jebel el Tih, which forms the edge of the Cretaceous and Tertiary 
plateau extending northward to :El Arish and Palestine. The 
southern edge is deeply indented with many narrow and winding 
valleys, which are cut down to the crystalline rocks below, and 
which unite with like valleys coming" from the south, from the main- 
drainage line of the district in Wady Baba. 

Tih Esca~Tment.~As regards the escarpment of Tih I have but 
little information to give, as it lies beyond the district where I was 
more immediately at work. For the following section I am indebted 
to my friend and associate Dr. C. Le l~cve Foster, who made a flying 
visit from our camp in Wady Suoug : - -  
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,~ection (in ascending order) of the Escarpment of Tih, starth~g from 
the Plain of ~amleh. 

feet. 
White, reddish, and parplish sandstones .............................. 300 

A. Shaly beds ............................................................... 50 
B. Coarsely bedded sandstone .......................................... 20 
C. Shales and sandy shales, with gypsum and some thin nodular 

limestones near the top ............................................. 100 
D. tIard, compact crearn-eoloured limestone ........................ 12 
~E. Nard limestone and shales, with a rubbly bed containing 

hippurites; ferruginous sandy bed at top ........................ 100 
F. Limestone and shales, with large Ammonites .................. 100 
G. Calcareous sandstone, with large nodules of alabaster ......... 50 
It. Tumbled stuff. ........................................................... 40 
K. Com~)aet limestone, about ............................................. 20 
I~. Tumoled stuff ......................... 50 
M. Limestones and marl. some chloritic and some with flint 

nodules ; a hard bed near the top ................................. 100 

Total (A to M) ................................. 642 

The above total (Ate) f )  may be regarded as an approximation to the 
thickness of the Lower Cretaceous rocks, the 300 ibct beneath being 
assigned to the Trias, as will bc shown further on. Fragments of 
several large Ammonites were found, mostly in a bad state from ex- 
posure to the weather, and too cumbrous to bring away; so that  only 
pieces of sufficient size to show the nature of the form and the pat-  
tern of the chambers were collected. 

On the top of the escarpment the beds form a broad plateau, falling 
with the dip to the northward, and far away in the distance 
crowned by an escarpment of white beds, probably the representa- 
tives of the Gharandel and Taibe bituminous series. The highest 
point of the Tih plateau is 4630 feet above the sea-level, according 
to Russegger. 

From the plain of Ramleh there is a descent of about 250 feet into 
Wady Baba, immediately to the south of which is the old mining- 
region. This comprises, within an area of about twenty square miles, 
the copper-smelting station of Nasb, the old copper-mines of Wady 
Chaly, the quarries and temple of Sarabut el Khadem, and the tur- 
quoise-mines of Wady Maghara, forming by far the most interesting 
district, from all antiquarian and geological point of view, in the 
whole of the Sinaitic peninsula. 

Nasb.--In the cliff at the lower end of the 5;asb valley, on the 
r ight-hand or wcstern side, the red-sandstone series of l%amleh is 
seen to rest unconformably on a dark-green schistose gneiss and 
mica-schist, pierced by a great number of intrusive dykes, principally 
porphyries, with small oligoclase crystals in a dark-red or black base. 
The lower member of the series is a dark-red, soft sandstone, with 
marly partings ; it is very similar in character and general appearance 
to the Lower New l{ed Sandstone about Chester, and may be 
frora 100 to 200 feet thick. This is succeeded by lightcr-coloured 
rocks of a similar character, much false-bedded, and variegated with 
yellowish, brown, red, and purple bands, making a thickness of about 
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350 tO 400 feet more." The top of the hill is capped by a thin lime- 
stone, from 8 to 15 feet in thickness, which is tolerably persistent on 
the northern side of the district. It  is usually grey or light brown, 
very crystalline, and at times much resembling spathic iron-ore. It  
contains a few obscure fossils, chiefly encrinite stems and rings, with 
a few imperfect sections of cups ; and, according to ~r .  Etheridge, 
these are to be referred to Triassic forms. Mr. Salter, on the other 
hand, states that they are Carboniferous, including forms of the ge- 
nera t~hodocrinus and Poteriocrinus, and that they are associated with 
the spiral univalves Murchisonia and possibly E~dima. 

The thin limestone-beds are covered by other sandstones similarly 
false-bedded to those below, but of a lighter colour, and they form 
the highest rocks in the Nasb district; but further south, in Wady 
Nagb el Bedra, they are succeeded by beds of Cretaceous age. 

Age of the Sandstone.~The same series of sandstones has been 
described by other geolo~sts as occurring in Egypt and Nubia under 
similar conditions, i. e. between older crystalline schists below and 
undoubted Cretaceous beds above. Russegger calls it "Nubian Sand- 
stone," colouring and describing it as Lower Cretaceous in his maps 
of Egypt, Nubia, and Arabia Petrma. The text, however (Reisen, 
vol. it. pt. 1. p. 570), contains no positive statement to the above 
effect, but only says that the beds in question are not younger than 
the Lower-Cretaceous i)eriod. 

Figari Bey descl~bes the tripartite arrangement of the series (two 
great masses of sandstone, with a thin limestone between them) as 
occurring in Egypt, Sinai, and in the neighbourhood of Akaba ; and 
in the latter place he states the total thickness to be about 850 feet % 
I{e assigns the whole to the Trias, taking the limestone as repre- 
senting the Muschelkalk, although the evidence for this determina- 
tion (other than lithologieal character) is not very clear. The only 
fossil mentioned is a good-sized Ammonite, not named specifically, but 
said to approximate in character to a Triassic form f.  I have con- 
formed to this view, without, however, wishing to express any very 
decided opinion on the subject, owing to the great want of evidence. 

Manganese-bed of 52~sb.--The thin limestones capping the hill are, 
on the western side of Wady Nasb, thrown down to the bed of the 
watercourse by a fault running nearly north and south. On both 
sides they are commonly associated with ores of iron and manganese, 
which run in a nearly continuous bed of "r thickness, as a chain 
of pockets or lenticular deposits, over the greater part of the district. 
The mineral usually consists of a compact brown hmmatite, passing, 
by admixture of quartz, into an iron-jasper or extremely ferruginous 
sandstone. Some of the larger beds, which are from 5 to 8 feet 
thick, contain compact and mammillated brown hmmatite in large 
masses, with small, but beautifully transparent, clTstals of gSthitc 
in the hollows. Pyrolusite is also found in considerable quantities 
in places, usually in large nodular masses, enclosed in the iron-ore 
and associated with psilomelane. The base of the cliff, throughout 

* Studii seicntillci s:tll' Egitto c ~ue adjaccnzc, tom. ii. p. 550, 
f Ibid. tom. i. p. 146, 
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the entire length of the Nasb valley, is strew= with masses of a hard 
black hematite, in angular blocks with sand-scratched surfaces, hav- 
ing a somewhat scoriaceous look. This appears to have been con- 
fused by travellers at different times with the actual copper-slags 
that exist in the same valley. Blue and green carbonate of copper, 
and a little calamine, are also found in the sandstones on the same 
horizon. 

Old Mines.--Several small pits have been opened upon the iron 
and manganese bed, both at lqasb and on the top of the adjoining 
table-land. As far as can be made out from Arab accounts, none 
of these are of any great age, the most important dating from 
about sixty years back. Several camel-loads of pyrolusite are said 
to have been taken from a pit on the hill, and sent to Cairo as an 
experiment, the general belief being that it was sold for use in co- 
louring the eyelids (kohll) instead of galena. I f  this was the purpose 
to which it was really applied, we can easily understand why the ex- 
periment was never repeated. On the western side of the Nasb Valley 
there are indications of old workings, besides modern levels driven a 
short distance into the side of the hil l ;  but their exact nature is not 
quite clear, as they have become choked up with rubbish, partly 
from tile fall of the roof, but more from the sand and wash of the 
valley brought down by the rains. 

At Wady Khalig, a tributary of Wady Baba, about four miles 
below Nasb, the iron and manganese bed has been extensively exca- 
vated by the old miners. Here it occurs under the form of a soft 
schistose white marl, variegated with green and red patches, and 
contains small strings of earthy-brown iron-ore, with a little blue 
and green carbonate of copper, and the smallest possible spots of 
copper-glance or perhaps indigo copper-ore. The old workings ex- 
tend about 120 yards along the f,~ce of the hill. Near the surface 
the roof has fallen in many places, leaving a large irregular cavern, 
with several openings to the day. Deeper under the hill, where the 
rock has been better protected from the weather, the height of the 
excavation is about 5 feet, and tile whole of the ground has been 
removed, with the exception of a few small pillars at distances of 
about 50 fcct apart. The walls and pillars are covered with small 
chisel- or gad-marks, apparently made with a tool about ~ or ~- of 
an inch in breadth. The distance to which the workings extend 
from the face of the hill is about 40 yards; but this cannot be de- 
termined exactly, as there is a considerable deposit of muddy sand 
on the floor, washed in by the rains (the bed having bcen followed 
on the dip), which has no doubt completely filled up the lowest part 
of the mine. In some places the roof is supported by stone and 
mortar walls; but these are probably of newer date, having been put 
up to render the cavern secure for the purpose of a dwelling or a 
store-house. 

There are no inscriptions or any other guide to the probable date 
of these workings; but it is evident, from the extr,ordinarily poor 
character of the ore, that they must belong to a very early period, 
when metals were of nearly uniform value~ owing to their produc- 
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tion being confined to a few localities. Judging by the present con- 
ditions of mining economy, it may be fairly said that no such deposit 
could possibly be worked now unless the value of copper was to be 
raised to several times that of gold. On the other hand, it may be 
said that the ground worked away by the ancients was possibly 
richer than that which has been left ; but there does not appear to 
be much reason for such a supposition, as it is evident from the 
nature of the excavations that the rock has bcen searched with 
extraordinary diligence: numerous small cavities in the walls show 
that even the smallest nodules of ore have been removed wherever 
there was a chance of doing so without breaking down a quantity of 
dead rock. So perfectly has nearly every visible spot of ore been 
removed, that we were for some time in doubt as to whether the 
outer hollow was really an old mine and not a natural cavern. 

Goi~er-works of ATasb.--The ores from the mine at Wady Khalig 
were smelted in Wady ~Nasb, close to the springs, as is evidenced 
by the mass of slags, which forms a roughly elliptical heap about 
350 yards in length and 200 in breadth. The depth is very variable, 
and probably not more than 8 or 10 feet at the most; and over the 
greater part of the area the slags form only a thin covering to the 
rock. Upon digging into the heaps, mlmerous clay twyer-nozzles, 
with an air-passage of about 3 inch diameter, were found. These 
have evidently been formed by the accretion of the slag to the wall 
of the furnace iu front of the blast, and in many cases have been 
repaired by plastering fresh c!ay over the former face--an operation 
that is seen, from some of the broken twyers, to have been repeated 
three or four times. In one instance the slag nose has accumulated 
to such an extent as almost completely to block up the passage for 
the blast. In nearly all cases shots of metallic col)per are found in- 
cluded in the slag adhering to the twyers; but not a fragment of 
unaltered ore, or of any kind of regulus, was found, although care- 
fully looked for. The only building that can be regarded as hav- 
ing formed part of a furnace is a pah" of small waUed enclosures of 
unequal size, the larger one. being about 6 feet square, and the 
other 2~ feet square, both being walled in on three sides to a 
height of about 2 feet above the ground. These may possibly 
have been the outer walls of a hearth or low blast-furnace; but 
no trace of any hning that had been subjected to the action of heat 
could be detected. In the smaller compartment a stone pestle, 
worked round, and about 1~ inches in diameter, was found. 

011 examining the different parts of the heap, it becomes evident, 
from the nature of tile slags themselves, that several different opera- 
tions were carried on here. Thus in places the fragments are broken 
up small, and contain many shots of metal now mostly changed into 
malachite; these are probably rich selected cinders, either from the 
first fusion, or perhaps fi'om the refinery, which have been put on one 
side for farther treatment ; while, on the other hand, at the upper 
end of the heap, crusts of well-melted clean slags, from 1�89 to 
2 inches in thickness, are spread over the ground, as though they 
h~d been allowed to flow from the furna~.e and solidify upon the rock 
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in the place where they are now found. I t  may well be, therefore, 
that these represent the operations of larger furnaces, worked per- 
haps at a later period, when the art of metallurgy was further 
advanced than was the case when the thinner and less perfectly 
melted slags were produced. 

At the lower end of the Nasb valley there is another slag-heap, of 
smaller extent, but in other respects similar to that at the springs. 
A third was found in Wady Gh arandel, upon a terrace of Nummulitic 
or Cretaceous limestone, far away from any place producing copper- 
ores, but near water, proving that the sites for smelting-works were 
determined chiefly by the presence of springs, where there is usually 
some quantity of wood, even at the present time. The charcoal used 
for smelting appears to have been derived from the Acacia vera, 
which still flourishes round the springs ; and though of late years 
the wood has been much cut down, in order to produce charcoal for 
the supply of Suez and Cairo, many of the trees are of very great 
antiquity. 

I was unable to find any traces of the ruins of large calcining fur- 
naces, and basins that had probably served as stamps and catch-pits, 
as described by Dr. Figari Bey % Probably these are only naturally 
jointed piles of stone, produced by the action of the weather on the 
sandstone, which breaks up illtO very regularly shaped masses. I t  
cannot be supposed that the ancient Egyptians were in the habit of 
subjecting their ores to any complex mechanical treatment, still less 
to the process of stamping and washing, especially as, according 
to ISaupt, the use of stamps was not introduced in mining until the 
16th century. 

2V'asb Fault (see P1. I. fig. 5)--Sandstone Outliers.wThe fault run- 
ning through the Nasb valley has a westerly downthrow of about 600 
feet. A second fault of the same kind, nearly parallel, and with a 
downthrow in the same direction, traverses the next higher valley, 
known as Wady Lechian, where the lower crystalline schists, studded 
with numerous intrusive dykes, come to the surface and form a very 
rough ridge about 500 feet in height, above which the red-sandstone 
series occurs in the usual order, attaining a height of about 1000 feet 
more in the peak of Om Riglaine, which is really a great outlier of 
nearly horizontal sandstone upon the plateau of crystalline rocks, the 
summit being a narrow ridge of about 30 or 40 yards in length nnd 
about 3600 feet above the sea-level (3609 feet by barometrical deter- 
mination). Several other outliers of the same character, but rising 
to greater heights, are seen from the top of Om Riglaine, the most 
important being a twin peak close by and two great masses to the 
eastward, which do not appear to have any special name other than 
Gharabi, which is applied by the Arabs as a kind of generic term 
to all mountains that ore not endowed with names derived fi-om 
poetical or legendary sources. In Wady Suoug, or Saaou, to the 
south-east of Nasb, the crystalline schists are continuously exposed 
at the bottom of the cliff, the upper sandstone being cut up into a 
number of tributary valleys. On the northern side, however, the 

* 02. cit. vol. it. p. 647. 
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plain of Ramleh continues, and, near the bend of Wady Saaou, forms 
a square edge, so that the drifted sand of the plain pours down like 
water over a weir, and forms great heaps on either side. 

Sarabut el Khadem, Wady Chamil~, ~'c. (see P1. I. fig. 4).--The ruins 
of Sarabut el Khadem are on the high sandstone-plateau, 2290 feet 
above the sea-level. There are ten sculptured stones upright, which 
are, I am informed, of the period of the 18th Dynasty. Below the 
temple or necropolis, whichever it may be, are two small quarries in the 
red sandstone, whence have been derived the blocks upon which the 
hieroglyphics were sculptured. Great numbers of flint flakes are found 
all over the plateau and in the quarries, where they are associated with 
stone hammers of a double conchoidal form. The iron and manganese 
bed crops out at the top of the hill, overlying some shaly beds con- 
taining a little green carbonate of copper, probably the same as those 
seen in the mine at Wady Khalig. The limestone-beds are also seen 
capping many of the smaller hills on the plateau. About 15 feet 
below the limestone, turquoises are found in a bed of ferruginous 
sandstone, which has been followed to a certain extent in two caves 
of ancient date, as evidenced by the hieroglyphics near the entrance. 
The workings are still kept up in a small way by the Bedaween. 
The turquoises occur principally in the joints traversing the sand- 
stone, and are apparently rare and small, though of good colour. 

From Sarabut el Khadem Wady Saaou runs in a south-easterly 
direction for about four miles to the height of land which divides it 
from Wady Chamil6. The valley is about ~ or ~ of a mile broad, 
with alluvial terraces covered in part with blown sand. The cliffs 
are everywhere formed by New Red Sandstone above gneissie rocks, 
and on the right-hand side (going up) they rise to a consider- 
able height, probably exceeding 4000 feet in the peak of Gharabi 
already mentioned. This, together with many of the neighbouring 
hills, is capped by a thick bed of markedly columnar lava. Close to 
the top of the pass, which is 2100 feet above the sea-level, the same 
rock breaks through the soft sandstones, and forms a dyke about 
50 feet thick. Here it is much decomposed, forming earthy spheroidal 
masses, the original character of which can scarcely be made out by 
inspection. Dykes of a very similar kind are found in the valley 
going up to the plain of Ramleh on the north. The course of these 
dykes is about south-cast, or parallel to the direction of the 
valleys. 

After crossing into Wady Chamil6, which also runs in a south- 
easterly direction, the sandstones become softer, the valley widens, 
and is fairly well covered with grass and scrubby bushes. This con- 
tinues for about three or four miles, when the sedimentary rocks 
come to an end, only a few small and scattered outliers being visible 
on the tops of the gncissic hills. About this point the valley turns 
round to the south-west, and becomes narrow and very tortuous be- 
tween steep wall-like cliffs of granite, with many hard red porphy- 
ritic dykes. Although perfectly dry in the summer months, there 
is abundant evidence of the effect of great floods of water coming 
down occasionally at other times of the year ; and the risk of such 
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floods arising suddenly is ever present to the Arabs, who unifolunly 
refuse to camp in the water-way of a dry river-bed, but always pitch 
their tents on one of the lower alluvial terraces. This winding valley, 
known as Wady Omongraf, leads into the broad expansion of Wady 
Sidreh, called Syeh Sidreh, or, by Lottin de Laval, "Le  ras des quatre 
Wadys," just above the junction of Wady Mokfittub. 

The New Red Sandstone appears again as soon as the open cotmtry 
is reached from Wady Chamilg, occupying the low ground at the foot 
of the granite rocks, which form a magnificent line of escarpment, 
about 1500 or 2000 feet high, running generally east and west to- 
wards Wady Ghenneh, below which point the valley again closes, 
being cut through hard rocks. The lithological character of the 
sandstone, though generally similar to that observed on the northern 
side of the granite, has one marked difference, namely, the absence 
of the thin limestone folnning the middle member of the series, so 
that it becomes difficult to correlate the sections exactly ; and this 
ditficulty is increased by the fact that the beds are not in their 
normal position, but are faulted down against the granite on the 
north, and in like manner brought against higher beds on the southern 
side of Wady Sidreh. 

Ghenneh.--The valley known as Wady Ghenneh is formed by the 
junction of three or four tribut,~ries, the most important being that 
on the western side, called Wady Maghara. The lower part of the 
gorge below the junction is narrow, between steep cliffs of brownish- 
yellow sandstone, probably representing the upper part of the series ; 
but above this point the country is open, with low hills and broad 
gravel-terraces, until the granite is reached. This last rises as a bare 
cliff, without the slightest vestige of alluvial soil or loose covering of 
any kind, to about 1500 feet above the plain or downland below. 
That the line of demarcation between the two kinds of rock is a 
fault is evidenced by a small outlying patch of the lower red sand- 
stones, resembling a low obelisk on a broad base, crowning the 
highest point of the hill, and forming the peak known as Dehemi, at 
the head of the Ghenneh valley. 

A large dyke breaks through the sandstones near their northern 
boundary, and appears to have flowed over the higher beds, leaving 
a thick mass capping a great portior~ of the hills to the south. Li- 
thologically this lava is generally similar to thht seen near the head 
of the Chamild pass. 

Mines of Wady Maghara.--Turquoise-mining has been carried 
on in the sandstones in Wady Sidreh, about 250 feet above the 
valley-level, and more extensively oa the right-hand side of Wady 
Maghara, where the workings are at about the same height, and 
extend for about 300 yards along the face of the cliff. They are in 
two beds, about 15 or 20 feet apart, in different parts of the district, 
the most considerable being in the upper one. The rock is a soft 
coarse-grained quartzose sandstone, of a light-yellow colour, mottled 
with red and brown patches where more ferruginous. The turquoises 
are found lining the small open joints which cross the rock in a ge- 
neral north and south direction, and also in the solid sandstone a 
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short distance from the joints, the best stones being found in the 
latter position, where they usually occur (more especially the larger 
ones) in the centre of small red marly or ochreous nodules. Those 
in the open joints are generally dull and white, or at the best of a 
pale-blue tint ; and as a general rule it may be said that the redder 
the rock the finer will be the eolour of the turquoises it contains. 
These conditions of occurrence, although they can only be taken as 
applying to the rock as now exposed, probably are generally slm~lar 
to those that governed the explorations of the ancients, as we s e e  

everywhere large areas (say from 30 to 40 yards square) excavated 
with only the smallest of pillars, and these very often much under- 
cut, with occasionally a kind of level or stope along the course of a 
crack, where a nest of mineral was probably found. The general 
system of working appears, therefore, to have been pretty much the 
same as that now adopted by the Arabs, namely, to follow the joints, 
removing the rock adjoining the side, which is then broken small and 
sifted through a sieve of about half-inch mesh. The whole of the 
coarser fragments kept back are then taken to the mouth of the 
cave, where they are carefully picked over in daylight. The likely- 
looking nodular pieces are rubbed down on a piece of rough grit, in 
order to see whether they contain turquoises or not ; and if  any blue 
colour is made apparent by this treatment, the stone is considered 
to be worth keeping. 

Since the mines were abandoned by the late Major Macdonald in 
1865, no regular operations of any consequence have been carried 
on, the latest having been undertaken by a Frenchman, about two 
years since, in the lower caves of Wady Sidreh. It is said that he 
made a successful venture. The principle adopted in working was 
to provide the Arabs with tools and powder, paying a small daily 
wage in addition. The turquoises produced were then purchased 
at a rate agreed upon beforehand, k somewhat similar system was 
followed by Major Macdonald ; and it is no doubt a fair arrangement 
for both sides, having regard to the inhospitable nature of the coun- 
try, which is such as to prevent the introduction of foreign miners ; 
but unfortunately it is not easy to be sure of getting the whole of 
the produce, as the larger and more valuable stones command a ready 
sale in Egypt, and are often kept back, only the smaller and inferior 
ones being handed over to the person providing the means of 
working. 

Old Mining-tools.--The ancient workings in Wady Maghara, al- 
though much encumbered by cliff-falls at the outside, are for the 
most part accessible for a considerable distance from the surface, and 
in many instances the old faces of work may be seen. These are 
covered with small and irregular tool-marks, of such a character as 
to leave no doubt that they have been made with flint flakes, great 
numbers of which are found strewing the valleys and hill-sides, as 
well as within the workings themselves. Most of these flakes are of a 
triangular or trapeziform section, brought up to a point, which is gene- 
rally well worn and rounded, and the shape of which, when blunted, 
corresponds perfectly with the grooves on the face of the rock. In  

voL xxv.--PARr I. D 
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one of the smaller caves, carefiflly examined by my friend Mr. ft. K. 
Lord, the floor was covered to a considerable depth with a coating 
of impalpable dust, which, when disturbed, rose in suffocating clouds. 
On sifting this, numerous fragments of stone hammers and pieces of 
wood, some partially carbonized, but which had evidently been 
fashioned into tools, were found. The latter form segments of cy- 
lindrical blocks, with roughly conical points (that have evidently 
been shaped with a blunt or imperfectly cutting tool) with a thickened 
head, notched round underneath as if  to receive a withe or cord. 
The head bears evident marks of having been subjected to repeated 
blows. Although only a single segment of any degree of perfec- 
tion was found, there can be little doubt that these were used a s  
mountings for .the flint chisels employed by the ancient miners. 
Without something of the kind, it would be difficult to work with 
the flakes, owing to their tendency to break across when not struck 
fairly on the top. 

The hammers found in the workings are mostly of a very rude 
kind ; in many cases rough natural fragments of dolorite, taken from 
the flow capping the adjacent hills, have been used, only a pair of 
holes on opposite sides, produced by the action of sand pressed upon 
the surface by the thumb and forefinger, being apparent. Some, 
however, show a little more work, having a groove, to receive a withe 
handle, cut round them, like the so-called Aztec hammers found in 
the aboriginal workings in the Lake Superior copper-mines. Most 
of them are broken at the ends, and can only be regarded as spoiled 
and waste tools. The same seems to be the case with the wooden 
fragments, many of which are l~rt~ally carbonized, as though they 
had been used for making fires when no longer serviceable as tools ; 
and the same remark also applies to the flint flakes. The period 
over which the working of the mines of Wady'Maghara extends, ac- 
cording to the evidence of the numerous hieroglyphic tablets cover- 
ing the face of the cliff, as interpreted by ]~gTptologists, extends 
from the 3rd to the 13th Manethonian dynasties, corresponding to 
an interval of about 1600 years. As far as mining and stone- 
cutting are concerned, there does not appear to have been much 
progress during this time, the older tablets being much more per- 
fectly sculptured than those of later date. The use of flints was 
continued up to the last, as is shown by a blank tablet, dressed 
smooth to receive an ins.criptien, near the northern end of the work- 
ings, which was never finished. This has evidently been done with 
a flint tool, the proper face being obtained by the use of flakes of 
small size. The same sort of tools were used at Sarabut el Khadem, 
where the workings are of later date; but there the hammers appear 
to be of a somewhat more advanced type. 

That the mines of Wady Maghara were worked for turquoises, 
and not for copper-ores, may be assumed from the absence of all 
traces of slag-heaps like those of Nasb. In  the old town, on the hill 
dividing Wady ~Iaghara from Ghenneh, a shot of copper was found 
in the bottom of a broken earthenware pot. This was probably ac- 
cidental, and owing to the presence of a fragment of some easily 
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reduced copper-ore in the clay. The inhabitants were, however, not 
entirely without metal, as a small bracelet of copper was found in a 
tomb, the only one remaining unopened, in Wady Sidreh, associated 
with lance- and arrow-heads of flint, and a necklace of beads formed 
of spiral marine shells bored through for stringing. 

Alluvium of Ghenneh.--The alluvial deposits of the Ghenneh val- 
leys have certain features of interest in connexion with the ancient 
mines. The downland at the foot of the granitic escarpment is 
covered with a gravel made up of pebbles of red, yellow, and white 
quartz, and brown sand from the waste of the Triassic sandstones ; 
a few pieces of fossil wood were also found. The watercourses are 
bounded by steep and terraced cfiffs, mainly of granitic detritus, of 
a coarse but comparatively uniform grain (~ inch) ;-.but in the cen- 
tral valley these are bordered at lower levels by a coarser gravel, 
with good-sized boulders, probably indicating the return of a more 
rapidly flowing stream in later times. 

In  the finer alluvium a single but unbroken shell of a large fresh- 
water bivalve was found, which, on comparison, proves to be identical 
with the large Anodon-like form, Spatha Chaziana (Lea), now living 
in the Nile. Broken fragments of the same shell were also found in 
the mine, accompanying the stone and wooden tools already men- 
tioned, and apparently having been carrie d in by the miners for food. 
These latter are well preserved, the nacre of the interior being fresh 
and brilliant; but the shell from the gravel is  rough and white, 
having lost all trace of its original polish and colour. Unless, there- 
fore, we suppose that these shells have been brought from the Nile, 
which is not very likely, as the distance is about 300 miles, we must 
admit that, in the days of the old miners, the Ghenneh plain and 
valleys were sufficiently well watered to allow of large fluviatile mol- 
lusea living in them. But even supposing the shells to have been 
imported, the inference is that a great part of the gravels have 
been deposited, and fresh channels cut through them, in the last 
4000 years. 

Alluvium of Brady Ferran dCv.--The evidence, however, of the 
existence of lakes or slow-flowing rivers in Arabia Petram is not 
confined to the somewhat doubtful case given above. In the upper 
part of Wady Eerran and the higher valley of Wady el Scheick, which 
are cut through a comparatively soft grey granitic gneiss, there are 
considerable accumulations of fine-grained well-stratified alluvium, 
forming terraced masses which, although much eroded by subsequent 
action of the weather, often attain a height of from 40 to 60 feet above 
the bottom of the valley. They have been attributed by a recent 
traveller* to the action of glaciers, and described as moraines; but 
a close inspection proves them to be only ordinary lake- or river- 
alluvium, as in places they are full of calcareous nodules (race or 
kunkur), and also contain beds of calcareous tufa (incrusting the 
stems of cariees or plants of a similar character), as well as fresh- 
water shells, including Lymncea truneatula and a species of Pisidium. 

* Dr. Oscar Fraas, ' Aus dem Orient. Geologische Beobachtungen am Nil, auf 
der Sinai-ttalbinsel, und in Syrien,' Stuttgart, 1867. See Anniversary Address 
of the President (W. W. Smyth), Quart. Journ. Geol. See. vol. xxiv. p. 211. 
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The size of these mollusks, which are far too small to be eaten, as 
well as the position in which the shells were found, is enough to 
show that they have not been brought in by human agency ; so that 
we are compelled to admit that, within modern times, or at any 
rate since the formation of the present drainage-system, the Sinaitic 
climate has been so far different that freshwater mollusks have lived 
in places that now form part of a dry stony desert. 

Cretaceous Rocks.--The sandstone series of Ghenneh is overlain to 
the westward, in Wady Sidreh and :Nagb el Bddra, by Cretaceous 
rocks. These are principally soft bright-green sands, alternating 
with thin clayey limestones,--the lowest beds containing numerous 
Echinoderms. In the long line of escarpment which extends in a 
south-westerly direction towards Wady Mokuttub the beds are not 
in their natural order, as the upper part of the sandstones, the brown 
beds, are first faulted against granite, and then, by a parallel dislo- 
cation, with a downthrow in the opposite direction, are brought, 
at a point immediately south of Wady Ghenneh, against the flint- 
conglomerate, which is very strongly developed in the form of alter- 
nations of coarse flint-shingle with thin coral-limestones and beds 
with a large coarsely ribbed _Pecten. The total thickness of this 
group must be very considerable, as it rises in the hill called Abooa- 
lagha to a height of 2424 feet above the sea-level, or more than 
1600 feet above Ghenneh ; and even this position is due to its being 
on the downthrow side of a considerable fault. In the direction of 
]Kpkuttub the throw of the fault lessens, so that the brown sand- 
stones are brought against a small exposure of Cretaceous rocks (cal- 
careous sandstones and shales with green sands, which are succeeded 
by a soft grey limestone, covered by a thick bed of blue shaly clay 
with a little salt and gypsum, and about 500 feet of a soft chalky 
limestone with bands and nodules of flint, forming an inaccessible 
cliff, strongly recalling the aspect of an ordinary English chalk-cliff). 
The total height of the summit above the bottom of Wady Mokuttub 
cannot be less than 1000 feet. This escarpment goes by the gene- 
ral name of Gharabi. 

From Wady Mokuttub the Triassic sandstones take a general 
south-easterly direction, and are last seen in Wady Ferran, forming 
a chain of small outliers on the crystalline schists, about twenty 
miles below the old town. Lower down the latter valley they are 
again covered by the green sands and thin sandy limestones of the 
Cretaceous period, having the same south-westerly dip of from 17 ~ 
to 20 ~ These, after an outcrop of about 1~ mile along the valley, are 
covered by the white limestone, beyond which point towards the sea 
I have not followed the section. 

Age of the White Limestone.--Hitherto no opinion has been ex- 
pressed as to the age of the white limestone, and it now becomes 
needful to consider this point. On the ground, I was inclined to 
take the limestone as representing the chalk-with-flints, from the 
strong physical resemblance to that formation; but we have seen that 
a like resemblance holds good in the bituminous chalk-with-flints of 
the Gharandel and Wady Husseid, which are proved by their fossils 
to be l~ummulitie. Another piece of evidence bearing against this 
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view is furnished by the decided unconformity of the limestone upon 
the greensand in the Gharabi escarpment--although too much stress 
must not be laid on this point, owing to the number of faults run- 
ning parallel with the escarpment, some of which may have some- 
thing to do with the apparent unconformity. The ordinary rule of 
geological reasoning would perhaps be best satisfied by putting the 
whole of the chalky beds with flints into the Nummulitic series, as, in 
addition to the Nummulitic form near Gharandel, the few small fossils 
found in Wady Taibe, Wady Husseid, and the Marcha are, for the 
most part, when recognizable, Tertiary forms. As far as I can gather 
from books, a somewhat similar difficulty is experienced in Egypt, 
where the upper line of the chalk is rather arbitrarily drawn at 
certain soft limestones which are not very different in character, ex- 
cept as regards their fossils, from the lower Nummulitie beds imme- 
diately next in succession. This makes it probable that the transi- 
tion from the Cretaceous to the Tertiary period in these regions was 
not marked by any great break physically, the beds immediately 
before and after the change having been accumulated under similar 
conditions ; and probably in the Red Sea at the present day the beds 
accumulating are of an essentially chalky nature. In more recent 
times, however, a great break must have occurred between the :Num- 
mulitie and the flint-conglomerate formations, as the latter is entirely 
made up of the waste of the rocks immediately preceding i t ;  and 
how considerable this waste must have been is evidenced in the 
ridge of Abooalagha, where a mass of strata, about 600 feet thick, 
is about half composed of conglomerates, none of which contain a 
single pebble that can be referred to the :New Red Sandstone, all 
being of flints. 

After leaving the :New Red Sandstone in Wady Ferran, the whole 
of the country up to the convent of St. Katherine, in Sinai, with the 
exception of the fossiliferous alluvium in Wady el Scheick, is made 
up of crystalline and metamorphic rocks, which will not be further 
alluded to here, as I hope to make them the subject of a future 
communication to the Society. 

Conclusion.--The order of succession of the rocks mentioned in 
the foregoing account may be summarized as follows, in ascending 
order:-- 

1. Gneiss and granites. 

2. Triassic rocks, including Limestone with enerinites. 
Upper Brown San&~tone. 

3. Cretaceous rocks. Green sands with Echinoderms, sandy limestones, and 
shales. 

f 
lower part possibly Cretaceous. 

4. White limestone with flints. Upper part bituminous, with Nummu- 
lites. Eocene. 

5. Flint-conglomerate with corals. Miocene. 
6. Great gypseous series of Wady Taragi. 
7. Reconstructed ~pseous series and conglomerates. 
8. Raised beaches and Miliolitie Limestones. 
9. Alluvium and Desert Drift. 
u rocks appear at two periods; the older are post-Triassic 
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but probably prm-Cretaoeous, and the newer contemporaneous wi'th 
the flint-conglomerate. 

Notes on some Specimens of Nv~'~ULITIC ROCKS from A_P~ABIA and 
EGYPT. By Profi RUPERT JON~, F.G.S. 

Mr. ~l-. BAVER~AN having requested me to examine a series of typical 
specimens of the Nummulitie rocks brought by him from the East, I 
append the following remarks on eight specimens, including a Stron- 
tian crystal, containing some Nummulites and other organisms, from 
near Cairo. 

Specimen No. 1. "S.  of Wady Gharandel, 7 April, 1868." (Greyish 
brownasphalticl~ummuliticlimestone, weathering white.) ~[aiuly 
composed of ~Yummulina Ghyzensis *, large and small, with/V, cuv~ 
vispira and/Y. _l~amondi. Serpula present. 

No. 2. "Asphalt rock, S. ofWady Gharandel, 7 April." Like No. 1, 
but browner. Contains _h r. Gh~./zensis (large and small), pieces of Con- 
chifera, and small fragments of Echinoderms. Serpula also is present. 

1%. 3. "Asphalt Rock, S. of Wady Gharandel, 7 April." Light- 
brown rock (weathering white), in which _lYummulina Ghyzensis is 
abundantly visible throughout, together with SerTulve and some frag- 
ments of Echinoderms. 

hro. 4. "Asphalt Rock, S. of Wady Gharandel, 7 April." A 
piece of thin-bedded (�89 light-brown limestone, weathering 
grey on the planes of bedding, and there showing its granular 
structure and the organic fragments of which it is mainly composed. 
On one face is a small Ostrea, with Nummulina I~amondi. -57. interme- 
dia and pieces of Pecten(?)and of Echinoderms are seen in the mass. 

No. 5. "Asphalt Rock, near Gharandel, 7 April." No definite 
organic remains are visible in this brown rock. I t  has the darkest 
colour of all the specimens. By treatment with acid, it is found to 
contain 90 per cent. of carbonate of lime and 10 per cent. of carbo- 
naceous matter, which remains as a brown powder, easily inflamed, 
burning with a bituminous odour. This substance is in sufficient 
quantity to colour the limestone, and to give it when warmed by the 
hand a bituminous smell ; but it is not dissolved out of the rock in any 
appreciable quantity by boiling in turpentine-spirit or in petroleum. 

I%. 6. "Lowest  rock seen just beyond Pharaoh's Fall, 7 April." 
A limestone altered by the agency of mineral springs, showing hollow 
casts and remnants of ~Yummulina Ramondi and O~erculina alnali- 
fera (?). 

No. 7. " Nummulitic Limestone-gravel of Wady Gharandel, 16 
June." Bluish-grey limestone flfll of/Y. llamondi. Subangular, 
polished by sand-action. 

No. 8. A Strontian crystal, from near Cairo, containing 2gum- 
muli~u't t~amondi, and a Polyzoon comparable with Eschara Thomp- 
soni, D'Archiac & J. ]:[. ' Foss. de l'Inde,' pl. 36, f. 2. 

In writing of ~lummuli~es Gh!/zensis (Foss. de l'Inde, 1853, p. 95), D'.4rchiao 
states, "As yet ~Y. Gh~lzensis is peculiar to ~Egypt. It abounds especially in 
the Arabian range, in that of ]~Iokattam to the East of Cairo, and on the lower 
slope.q of the mount Sinai massif, where it is associated with 2V. Ramondi, whilst 
in ti~e Desert west of Cairo it is accompanicd by N. Lucasana, vat. fl," 
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